The Problem

Both at work and at home, we all need to share passwords sometimes for a variety of reasons. And we know sharing passwords can be risky. Unsafe password practices like re-using passwords and not changing them after sharing can endanger our online security.

Our Solution

BEAM is a mobile application and browser extension that helps people safely share their logins with their friends and loved ones and turns sharing into an opportunity for improving password security.

Product Features

- **Sharing as a Positive Trigger to Update Password**: When someone’s done with an account, easily update the password with a new one.

- **Increased Control**: Fine-tune sharing duration, control whether or not receivers can see the actual credentials, and give one-time only access.

- **Risk Management**: Other password managers don’t prevent the receiver from saving the password once shared. BEAM mitigates these risks by only allowing receivers to access the account from our in-app browser if the sender chooses not to reveal the password.

- **Visibility**: BEAM provides senders visibility into the usage activity of their credentials after sharing, allowing them to be better informed about when and how often their receivers are accessing their accounts.